
We’ve got a great line-up of talent teaching and mentoring our CBU Fall Session developers. A wide range of topics will be cov-
ered, including game design, PR, community management, backend infrastructure, art and monetization. Our indie dev teams 
will also have access to office hours, or 1-on-1 consulting time with select CBU staff to get personalized advice.

Learn fun phrases like, “See It, Get It, Need It, Keep It” to understand sustainable game mechanics, complete with 
examples from successful live games that avoid transparent F2P tropes. Once you have a flourishing ecosystem of 
players, figure out what monetization model is best for them, and you.
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Introducing our CBU Faculty

Sustainable Systems
Chelsea Howe, Senior Game Designer, TinyCo

The media receives hundreds of pitches a day. How can you make sure your game gets the attention that it deserves? 
GamesBeat editor-in-chief Dan “Shoe” Hsu offers insight into what journalists look for and how to make your product 
stand out. 

Perfecting the Pitch
Dan “Shoe” Hsu, Editor-in-Chief, GamesBeat

As game development deadlines near, teams often focus exclusively on completing their game, which can lead to other 
auxiliary oversights that can derail all of the team’s hard work. In this presentation, DeNA Producer Roger Royce shares 
tips and tools for going live with a game release. Be prepared to enter the wild with confidence.

Into the Wild: Be Prepared for Going Live
Roger Royce, Producer, DeNA

Learn how to build a comprehensive community strategy to support a growing player base! This talk will challenge the 
way you think about your players and provide you with tools and tactics you can take away to improve your community 
relations. 

They’re Players, Not Users
Joe Wagner, Community at SuperCell

Platform Services for Mobile 
Chris Haire, Founder, Kuvet
Flexible architecture, scalable APIs, and fault tolerant systems are the key to building any robust game service. With 
enough money and time, all of these design elements are achievable. But in the real world you often have time to focus 
on a single component. This talk with take a pragmatic approach to mobile game service design and where to expend 
your engineering efforts within the evolutionary arc of the game. 

Leaderboards
Sean Fannan, Co-Founder and CTO, Chartboost
Tips, tricks and best practices on how to build a social leaderboard.

A Global View to Gaming
Kieran Barr, VP of Business Development, DISTIMO
So you’ve finally made a game and gotten a few players, now what?  With limited resources you want to make sure 
you enter the right markets, with the right business model. In this session we will look at the global gaming markets 
in terms of monetization. We will take both a macro and detailed look at the most lucrative mobile gaming markets, 
platforms, and models. Please come prepared with questions and insights from your own experiences. 
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The app economy is packed with games of all styles and genres. Pick up insights and observations on how different games in the 
market today are monetizing.

Monetization: Casual to Hardcore
Alex Lin, Founder, LVL6 and G6Pay
Thomas Chung, COO and GM, The Playforge

Learn the terms, the metrics, and the opportunities and challenges. This talk will teach you about the mobile advertising ecosystem so 
you know your options and can develop a successful advertising strategy for your games.

The Mobile Advertising Landscape
Nate Barker, Evangelist, Chartboost
Dan Droller, Evangelist, Chartboost

Consultants

Art Consultant
Steve Abeyta, Art Director, DeNA
Domain Specialties: 3ds Max, Animation, Video Editing, Art direction, Outsourcing, Hiring

Business and Game Production Consultant
Brett Seyler, Chairman & Co-Founder, Kerosene Games
Domain Specialties: Funding for games and game studios, F2P mobile game design, Analytics, Game Engines, 
Game Production, User Acquisition

Game Design Consultant
Brandon Fischer, Lead Game Designer, Kerosene Games
Domain Specialties: F2P mobile game design, UI design, F2P live ops

CBU Faculty
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Guest Speakers

Director of Culture & Communications, DeNACEO, DeNA

Speaker Bios

Clive Downie Sarah Fuchs
Co-Founder & CEO, Chartboost
Maria Alegre

Joe Wagner, Community at SuperCell
Joe Wagner has been architecting online communities for games for over five years. Joe focuses on creating a player-focused platform 
where meaningful conversations take place between players and developers, versus building a company soapbox. He’s also adept in 
crafting new media strategies and has lead support teams handling over a million customer contacts annually. 

Roger Royce, Producer, DeNA
Roger Royce is a Producer at DeNA, a global leader in developing and publishing social mobile games. Roger joined DeNA in 2010, 
and he oversees the creation of free-to-play mobile games from inception through live management. He is currently working on Monster 
Match, an action puzzle game, and he previously worked on other DeNA games including We Rule and Quests and Sorcery. Prior to 
DeNA, Roger began his career in the toy industry working at Creativity, Inc. designing electronic toys and board games. Since 2006 
Roger has served as an Adjunct Faculty Member at Cañada College where he shares his passion for game development with the hun-
dreds of students enrolled in his multimedia courses that includes Digital Animation 1: Flash and Introduction to Storyboarding. Roger 
holds a degree in Animation and Art from Loyola Marymount University.

Dan “Shoe” Hsu, Editor-in-Chief, GamesBeat
Dan “Shoe” Hsu is Editor-in-Chief of GamesBeat (www.gamesbeat.com), the gaming division of VentureBeat Previously, he was Editorial 
Director of the 1UP Network as well as Editor-in-Chief of Electronic Gaming Monthly Magazine. Shoe spent 12 years at EGM before 
co-founding Bitmob.com, which was acquired by VentureBeat in February 2012. Shoe has been quoted as an expert source by BBC, 
CNBC, USA Today, NPR, Financial Times, G4, ABC News, among many other outlets.

Chris Haire, Founder, Kuvet
An accomplished engineer and game maker, Christopher Haire has built and scaled social games into the Millions of DAUs. He has lead 
teams of engineers from 4 to 40 people, and has a passion for working with smart pragmatic people.

Sean Fannan, CTO & Co-Founder, Chartboost
Sean Fannan is the Co-Founder and CTO of Chartboost. Previously, Sean was the first engineer at mobile games studio Tapulous, 
where he managed the original server architecture for all Tapulous apps. Sean built and scaled the backend platform for the hit mobile 
game franchise Tap Tap Revenge from 0 to 20M+ users and coordinated the engineering side of marketing deals with Microsoft, Grou-
pon, and Fox, seeing the company through its acquisition to Disney.

Alex Lin, Founder, LVL6 and G6Pay
Considered one of the most promising young up-and-coming entrepreneurs in the Silicon Valley, Alex is the founder of LVL6, a YC-
backed outfit that produces mid core games on iOS. His studio’s first title, “Age of Chaos” has broken the Top 100 grossing charts on 
iOS. In 2011, Alex also founded G6pay, one of the largest ad networks on iOS, serving over 9B ad impressions monthly. 

Thomas Chung, COO & GM, The Playforge
Thomas has over eight years of startup experience, holding positions in Engineering, Operations and Product groups with social gaming 
companies. Most recently he focused on product management, marketing and business development at The Playforge.

Kieran Barr, VP of Business Development, DISTIMO
Kieran Barr is vice president of business development at Distimo. Prior to joining Distimo, Kieran was vice president of sales at Inside 
Network, vice president of business development and sales at Constellation Research, Director of Research Sales at GigaOm, and 
key account manager at Forrester research. Kieran also served on the Board of Directors of the Puget Sound Research Forum. Kieran 
earned a BA in Business - Finance and Information Systems, and a BA in Economics, both from the University of Washington.
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Dan Droller, Evangelist, Chartboost
Dan is an Evangelist at Chartboost where he helps developers learn how to use Chartboost to make the most of their games. Before 
winning the argument with his Mom that you can make a living playing video games, Dan launched the game and ringtones store for 
an MVNO called Credo Mobile, helped to define and manage large-scale transformation projects for Deloitte Consulting and started a 
successful music-based political non-profit similar to Rock the Vote called Music for America. 

Steve Abeyta, Art Director, DeNA
As Art Director at DeNA, Steve Abeyta has worked on a wide variety of mobile game titles, including Eliminate, We Rule, We Farm, 
Quests and Sorcery, and iOS Top Grossing hit TRANSFORMERS: LEGENDS. Steve graduated with a BA in Architecture from UC 
Berkeley, but quickly switched industries and started at Bungie as an Animator, where he went on to work on Oni, Halo and Halo 2.

Brett Seyler, Chairman & Co-Founder, Kerosene Games
Brett was an early employee at game industry pioneers GarageGames and Unity Technologies.  He now spends most of his time work-
ing with a handful of companies that he’s invested in or advises, primarily in games and related tech. In 2012, he created Kerosene, a 
new kind of game developer bringing together top talent from around the world to create the highest quality mobile games.  Kerosene 
aims to marry the best of new school connected game design with ultra-creative production and design, creating gaming experiences 
designed around mobile usage patterns-- beautiful, fun to play, hard to put down, with lots of passive progress and engagement. Ker-
osene’s games include iOS Editor’s Choice Bladeslinger, Bounty Arms, and the coming soon: The Harvest, Double Doodle, Third Earth, 
and Planet Storm.  Brett also writes about F2P game design for Parsing Games and enjoys helping entrepreneurs however he can.

Brandon Fischer, Lead Game Designer, Kerosene Games
Brandon Fischer is the Lead Producer at Kerosene Games.  Fresh out of college, he joined ngmoco in its early stages, soon after the 
inception of the App Store.  At ngmoco, Brandon worked on various games including Eliminate, the Touch Pets series, We Rule, We 
Farm and Skyfall: Quests and Sorcery.  He explored and absorbed knowledge of production and free-to-play game design, for both 
in-development projects and live operations.  After experiencing ngmoco’s rapid growth and acquisition by DeNA, he has now taken 
his passion of building quality free-to-play experiences to Kerosene, where he’s leading production and design efforts on multiple new 
projects. When Brandon is not in front of the computer drawing wire frames, writing blogs, or tweaking spreadsheets, he can be found 
obsessing over the Golden State Warriors, in the company of his fiancee, or… playing games!

Maria Alegre, Co-Founder & CEO, Chartboost
Maria is the co-founder and CEO of Chartboost, a business engine for mobile game developers. Prior to co-founding Chartboost, Maria 
worked at mobile game studio Tapulous, where she oversaw product launches and marketing activities. Maria has extensive experience 
in launching apps, reaching the ranks, optimizing advertising, and driving in-app commerce and the money-making magic that happens 
in the App Store. 

Clive Downie, CEO, DeNA
Clive Downie is the CEO for mobile entertainment company DeNA where he leads the company’s operations and corporate strategy in 
the West. Downie joined DeNA in 2009. Prior to his current role, he helmed all first party and third party game development at DeNA’s 
San Francisco office, and he managed DeNA’s internal studios throughout North America and Europe. Prior to that, Downie led mar-
keting, live teams and revenue creation for the company. Downie spent more than 15 years at Electronic Arts where he served as Vice 
President of Marketing, managing the FIFA Soccer business in both North America and Europe and the Need for Speed franchise in 
Europe. Downie also worked on leading videogame properties including Medal of Honor and Command & Conquer. Additionally, Down-
ie held management positions at Mattel, Inc. where he led Hot Wheels Motorsports marketing with a specific focus on Formula One. 

Sarah Fuchs, Director of Culture & Communications, DeNA
Sarah Fuchs is the Head of Culture & Communication at DeNA where she is responsible for ensuring that the employees within DeNA 
remain a strong, cohesive family. Sarah strives to create a culture within the company where every employee feels happy, engaged and 
proud to work for DeNA every day. Sarah has been working in the games industry for more than 12 years, and has held multiple roles 
throughout her career in the industry. Prior to DeNA, she was a producer at Activision, Electronic Arts and Maxis where she worked 
on a variety of popular games including Spore, Sims 2, Godfather, Xmen – The Official Game, and James Bond Everything or Nothing. 
Sarah began her career in the video game industry working in public relations for a firm that represented clients such as Grand Theft 
Auto 3 and Logitech peripherals.

Nate Barker, Evangelist, Chartboost
As an Evangelist at Chartboost, Nate Barker ensures the revenue of his Indie developer partners is always “up and to the right.” Nate 
cut his teeth at Disney Mobile/Tapulous where he was responsible for the marketing of top grossing apps such as “Tap Tap Revenge 4” 
and “Where’s My Water?” He spends his free time having philosophical debates with his pet Betta Fish, Homer.


